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Abstract

Purpose: Vascular changes have been observed among glaucoma patients, but 
it is not yet known whether these vascular changes occur primary or secondary 
to glaucomatous damage. In this study, a theoretical mathematical model of the 
retinal vasculature is applied to a set of oximetry data obtained from healthy 
individuals and glaucoma patients and is used to propose possible explanations for 
the clinically observed increases in venous blood oxygen saturation in advanced 
glaucoma patients.
Methods: Given clinical measurements of intraocular pressure (IOP), mean arterial 
pressure and arterial blood oxygen saturation from healthy persons and advanced 
(visual field mean defect (MD) ≥ 10 dB) primary open angle glaucoma (POAG, IOP >  
21 mmHg) patients and advanced normal tension glaucoma (NTG, IOP ≤ 21 mmHg) 
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patients, the model is used to predict the oxygen demand or Krogh cylinder tissue 
width that would yield the clinically-measured venous oxygen saturation in each 
population.
Results: A decrease in retinal tissue oxygen demand (M0), an impairment in blood flow 
autoregulation, or a decrease in Krogh cylinder tissue width (d) can independently 
lead to increased venous saturation. The model predicts that a decrease in M0 or a 
decrease in d is more likely to yield the increased venous saturation levels observed 
in POAG patients, while impairing blood flow autoregulation with no change in M0 
or d is more likely to yield the increased venous saturation levels observed in NTG 
patients.
Conclusions: The combined theoretical and clinical model predictions suggest that 
the mechanisms leading to increased venous saturation might differ between POAG 
and NTG patients. The model predictions are used to hypothesize that a decrease 
in oxygen demand might be more relevant to the increase in venous saturation 
observed in advanced POAG, while impairment in autoregulation mechanisms 
might be more relevant to the increase in venous saturation observed in advanced 
NTG.
Keywords: blood flow autoregulation, glaucoma, mathematical model, oximetry, 
oxygen saturation, oxygen consumption, retina, spectrophotometry

1. Introduction

Glaucoma is a progressive optic neuropathy associated with visual field loss and 
retinal ganglion cell death. Although glaucoma progression has been primarily 
associated with elevated levels of intraocular pressure (IOP), recent studies have 
suggested that metabolic alterations, dysfunctions of vascular autoregulation and 
changes in oxygen supply to tissue are also relevant factors to be considered in the 
progression of the disease.1,2 The correlations between retinal metabolic alterations 
and vision loss are not yet fully understood; however, alterations in the retinal blood 
oxygen saturation levels of glaucomatous patients have been observed.3-6 Also, 
blood flow deficiencies reported in retinal and retrobulbar vessels7-11 of glaucoma 
patients support the hypothesis that hemodynamic alterations are correlated to 
glaucoma damage, independent of or related to IOP.12,13 Alterations in the micro-
vascular network density (and thus oxygen supply to tissue) in the optic disc and 
temporal areas have also been reported in glaucoma patients when compared with 
healthy individuals.14-16

Despite this evidence linking blood flow alterations with glaucoma, it is still 
unknown whether vascular changes occur primary or secondary to retinal ganglion 
cell loss. If primary, impaired autoregulation or insufficient blood supply to the 
retina and optic nerve would lead to tissue damage with subsequent vision loss. 
If secondary, vascular changes would be the result of optic nerve damage and the 
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loss of retinal ganglion cells, since those cells would no longer require oxygen or 
nutrient.

Several techniques can be used to measure vascular alterations in the eye, 
including fluorescein angiography, color Doppler imaging, laser Doppler flowmetry, 
Doppler optical coherence tomography and retinal oximetry.2,17,18 In particular, 
retinal oximetry can be used to measure hemoglobin oxygen saturation and 
vessel diameters in the retina.4,6,19-22 While many oximetry studies4,6,19-22 have been 
conducted among healthy individuals and patients with various types and severity 
of glaucoma, trends in the oximetry measurements were not consistent across 
studies. For example, some studies6,19 found no differences in venous oxygen 
saturation levels of normal-tension glaucoma (NTG) and high-tension primary 
open-angle glaucoma (POAG) patients when compared with the levels in healthy 
individuals, while other studies4,20-22 found significant differences in venous oxygen 
saturation among these populations.

In three studies,3,4,20 patients with advanced glaucoma (visual field mean defect 
(MD) ≥ 10 dB) exhibited higher venous oxygen saturation levels (and thus a lower 
arteriovenous difference in oxygen saturation) compared with healthy individuals 
and mild glaucoma patients (MD ≤ 5 dB). These observations led to the hypothesis 
that the decreased arteriovenous difference in the advanced glaucoma group could 
be due to a decrease in retinal oxygen consumption, but additional and preferably 
longitudinal studies in glaucoma patients are necessary to help to distinguish if the 
observed vascular changes occur primary or secondary to glaucoma damage.

As evident from the inconsistent trends in reported clinical data, additional 
methods are needed before definitive conclusions can be made relating blood 
oxygen saturation changes and the severity or type of glaucoma. This study applies a 
previously developed theoretical model of retinal vascular wall mechanics23 to a set 
of clinical oximetry data obtained from healthy individuals and glaucoma patients4 

to propose possible explanations for the increases in venous oxygen saturation 
observed in advanced glaucoma patients. The combined mathematical and clinical 
approach is used to calculate theoretical changes in blood oxygen saturation in 
retinal arterioles, capillaries and venules and to compute patient-specific levels of 
tissue oxygen demand or Krogh tissue width (herein referred to as “tissue width”) 
that would yield the measured values of venous oxygen saturation given values of 
mean arterial pressure (MAP = (2*DBP+SBP)/3, where DBP is diastolic blood pressure 
and SBP is systolic blood pressure), IOP and arterial oxygen saturation from patients. 
The resulting theoretical predictions provide a wider range of possible factors that 
could explain clinical observations than would be intuitive, and these results offer 
an important step in distinguishing between the primary causes and secondary 
effects of glaucoma.
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2. Methods

2.1 Experimental data
Retinal oximetry is a clinical technique used to assess oxygen saturation levels and 
vessel caliber in individuals with various ocular diseases. This study focuses on 
oximetry data in patients with different types and degrees of severity of glaucoma.
The methods of performing retinal oximetry and obtaining baseline measure-
ments of factors such as IOP and blood pressure in glaucoma patients and healthy 
individuals has previously been described in detail.4 In short, measurements from 
89 healthy individuals and 74 glaucoma patients of age 40 years or older were 
collected. Individuals with systemic diseases or ocular diseases other than open 
angle glaucoma were excluded from the study. However, patients receiving antihy-
pertensive medication for elevated systemic blood pressure and patients with mild 
cataracts were not excluded. 

Glaucoma was defined based on the characteristic optic disc damage and the 
corresponding visual field defects. Of all of the glaucoma patients considered in this 
study, 45 were diagnosed with POAG and 29 were diagnosed with NTG. A diagnosis 
of POAG was defined by an untreated IOP > 21 mmHg. Patients with IOP measure-
ments consistently ≤ 21 mmHg were classified as having NTG. All glaucoma patients 
underwent automated perimetry. A patient was defined as having “mild glaucoma” 
if the visual field mean defect (MD) was ≤ 5 dB and was defined as having “advanced 
glaucoma” if the visual field MD ≥ 10 dB. Of the 45 POAG patients, 20 were diagnosed 
with mild glaucoma and 12 were diagnosed with advanced glaucoma. Of the 29 
NTG patients, 13 were diagnosed with mild glaucoma and 9 were diagnosed with 
advanced glaucoma. Some patients were under active treatment at the time of 
measurement.

All oximetry measurements were performed in darkness with the Oxymap T1 
oximeter (Oxymapehf, Reykjavik, Iceland), where relative oxygen saturation was 
measured semi-automatically with the Oxymap Analyzer Software 2.2.1 (v.3847). 
The IOP measurements were performed on dilated pupils using a Goldmann 
applanation tonometry mounted on a Haag-Streit slit lamp (Haag-Streit BQ 900, 
Haag-Streit International, Köniz, Switzerland) in Belgium, and using the iCare TAO1 
tonometer (Tiolat Oy, Helsinki, Finland) in Iceland. An automatic sphygmomanom-
eter was used to obtain all measurements of systolic and diastolic blood pressures 
after a 5 min resting period (in Belgium: Omron HEM-7001-E, Omron, Kyoto, Japan; 
in Iceland: Omron HEM-7221-E, Omron, Kyoto, Japan).

2.2 Mathematical model
To determine possible explanations for measured changes in venous oxygen 
saturation in POAG and NTG patients,4 a simplified mathematical model of the retinal 
vasculature, previously developed by Arciero et al.,23 is used. The retinal vasculature 
downstream of the central retinal artery (CRA) and upstream of the central retinal 
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Fig. 1. The retinal vasculature, as depicted in the oximetry image (top), is modeled as a repre-
sentative segment network (bottom) consisting of five compartments of parallel-arranged 
vessels connected in series downstream of the central retinal artery (CRA) and upstream of 
the central retinal vein (CRV): Large arterioles/arteries (LA), small arterioles (SA), capillaries 
(C), small venules (SV) and large venules/veins (LV).
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vein (CRV) is modeled as a representative segment network, where five vessel com-
partments for the large arterioles (LA), small arterioles (SA), capillaries (C), small 
venules (SV) and large venules (LV) supplying and draining the retina are connected 
in series; each compartment consists of identical segments arranged in parallel 
(Fig. 1). All compartments are assumed to experience the same hemodynamic and 
metabolic conditions. A summary of the model equations, along with its input values 
and output values, is provided in Table 1. The subscripts used in Table 1 indicate if 
the quantity is evaluated either at the inlet (in,i), midpoint (mp,i) or outlet (out,i) of 
the ith compartment, where i=LA,SA,C,SV,LV. The values of the model parameters 
are listed in Tables 2, 3 and 4. In the following, the main features of the model are 
discussed, which are leveraged to perform the simulations reported in the Results 
section. For a complete description of the model we refer to a previous study by 
Arciero et al.23



Table 1. Summary of model23 variables and equations (sections b – f), including input (section 
a) and output (section g) data. 
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Table 2. Parameter values for passive tension, active tension, and vascular smooth muscle 
activation equations in the large arterioles (LA) and small arterioles (SA). 

Constant Value Unit Constant Value Unit

LA SA LA SA

Cpass
361.48 197.01 [dyn / cm] Cmyo

0.0092 0.025 [cm / dyn]

  C  pass  
‘    53.69 17.60 [1] Cshear

0.0258 0.0258 [cm2 / dyn ]

Cact
2114.2 3089.6 [dyn / cm] Cmeta

200 200 [µM / cm]

  C  act  
‘    0.93 1.02 [1] Cco2

8e-4 1.31e-4 [1 / mmHg]

  C  act  
‘‘    0.11 0.20 [1]   C  tone  ‘‘    159.26 62.27 [1]

λ 0.0457 0.0604 [1/mmHg] D0
135.59 73.9 [µM]

Table 3. Time constants for the model equations (Table 1(b)) and parameter values for the 
metabolic response (Table 1(e)).

Parameter Value Unit

time constant for diameter, τd 1 [s]

time constant for activation, τa 60 [s]

tube hematocrit, HT 0.3 [1]

discharge hematocrit, HD 0.4 [1]

rate of ATP degradation, kd 2e-4 [cm / s]

maximum rate of ATP release, Ro 1.4e-9 [mol s-1 cm -3]

effect of oxygen saturation on ATP release, R1 0.891 [1]

oxygen capacity of red blood cells, c0 0.5 [cm3 O2 / cm3]

oxygen tissue diffusion coefficient, k 9.4 [cm3 O2 cm-1 mmHg-1 s-1]

length constant for Scr, L0 1 [cm]

Table 4. Parameter values describing vessel network geometry and viscosity.

Parameter Value Unit

LA SA C SV LV
number of segments, n 4 39 111,360 39 4 [1]

segment length, L 0.807 0.583 0.088  0.583 0.807 [cm]

viscosity, μ 2.28 2.06 10.01 2.09 2.44 [cP]
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Blood flow and oxygen saturation throughout the network are predicted 
according to hemodynamic and mechanical principles. Retinal flow is assumed 
to follow Poiseuille’s Law, in which flow through each vessel is proportional to the 
fourth power of the vessel diameter. The complex blood rheology is accounted 
for by assigning different values of the apparent viscosity μ to vessels in each 
compartment according to an experimental in vivo relationship24 (Table 4). The total 
tension Ttotal,i  generated in the vessel walls of the vasoactive compartments i= LA, SA 
follows the Law of Laplace and is modeled as the sum of passive and active tension, 
denoted by Tpassive,i and Tmax.active,i, respectively, as detailed in Table 1(b). Tpassive,i results 
from the structural components of the vessel wall, and Tmax.active,i is generated by the 
contraction and dilation of smooth muscles in the LA and SA. Smooth muscle tone 
in LA and SA is described by the activation function Atotal,i, which ranges from 0 to 1. 
The product of Tmax.active,i and the activation Ai yields the active tension generated in 
the vessel wall. Changes in Atotal,i are dictated by the stimulus function Stone,i which 
results from a linear combination of four autoregulatory mechanisms:

1. myogenic mechanism, related to the wall tension Ti computed via the Law of 
Laplace. Details are provided in Table 1(c), where ΔPtot represents the total 
pressure drop along the retinal network from the outlet of the CRA to the 
inlet of the CRV, and ΔPi represents the pressure drop along each segment 
of the ith compartment. Similarly, Qtot represents the total blood flow along 
the network and Qi represents the blood flow in each segment of the ith 
compartment, and Rtot represents the resistance to flow offered by the whole 
retinal network and Ri represents the resistance to flow offered by a single 
segment of the ith compartment. The resistances Ri are computed according 
to Poiseuille’s Law;

2. shear stress mechanism, related to the wall shear stress τi computed 
according to Poiseuille’s Law. Details are provided in Table 1(d);

3. metabolic mechanisms, related to the signal SCR,i. Details are provided in 
Table 1(e), where the signal SCR,i depends on the ATP concentration at each 
position x along the network C(x), which itself depends on the blood oxygen 
saturation at each point in the network S(x);

4. carbon dioxide mechanism, related to the signal SCO2,LV. Details are provided 
in Table 1(f), where the signal SCO2,LV is given by the nonlinear function f of 
the partial pressure of carbon dioxide in the tissue (PCO2) and of the total 
retinal blood flow (Qtot). The tissue carbon dioxide content (tCO2) is converted 
into PCO2 via carbon dioxide dissociation curves, represented by the function 
g. The tissue carbon dioxide content and the blood carbon dioxide content 
(bCO2) are assumed to be linearly related.25

The vasodilatory effect of nitric oxygen and the vasoconstrictor effect of 
endothelin-1 released by endothelial cells1 is not modeled explicitly. The roles of 

Tmax.active
Tmax.active
Tmax.active


Fig. 2. A Krogh cylinder model is used to predict oxygen diffusion in retinal tissue. A) Repre-
sentation of a Krogh cylinder model in which vessels (red) run along the center axis of a tissue 
cylinder (gray). B) Depiction of a single vessel (red) supplying a cylindrical region of tissue 
(gray) with oxygen, where r is the radial coordinate, x is the distance along the network, rt 
is the radius of the tissue region, rv is the radius of the vessel, d is the tissue width and L 
is the vessel length. C) Distribution of the partial pressure of oxygen PO2(x,r) in the tissue 
surrounding the small arterioles in the radial direction at two fixed positions xin,SA = 0.81 cm 
and xend,SA = 1.39 cm, PO2(xin,SA, rv) = 67.53 mmHg, PO2(xend,SA, rv ) = 67.67 mmHg, M0 = 1.65 cm3 
O2∙100 cm-3 min-1, rv = 23.6 µm , rt = 38.6 µm, k = 9.4 cm3 O2  cm-1 mmHg-1 s-1.
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these endothelial drivers for autoregulation has been established in the anterior 
optic nerve region,26,27 but less is known about their roles in the retinal microcircula-
tion and thus these factors are neglected here.

Arciero et al.23 showed that the metabolic and carbon dioxide responses contribute 
most significantly to blood flow autoregulation, leading to a nearly constant blood 
flow over a wide range of intraluminal pressures. In the model, autoregulation is 
achieved through changes in the diameters Di of the LA and SA segments, which 
should be interpreted as the new equilibrium state attained by the system as the 
input data are altered. In this study, simulations are also performed in the case of 
impaired autoregulation corresponding to the case in which metabolic and carbon 
dioxide mechanisms are switched off.

Since the present study aims to compare model-predicted and clinically 
measured venous saturation levels, details for the oxygen saturation model calcu-
lations are provided. Other details of flow, diameter and smooth muscle activation 
calculations are given previously23 and are outlined here in Table 1. 

By the conservation of mass, the change in oxygen flux must equal the rate of 
oxygen consumed by the retinal tissue:

     d __ dx    [Qi c0HD S(x)]= -q(x)      (1)

where x is the distance along the network, Qi is the blood flow in each compartment 
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i, c0 is the oxygen carrying capacity of red blood cells at 100% saturation, HD is 
the discharge hematocrit, S(x) is the blood oxygen saturation and q is the tissue 
oxygen consumption per vessel length. Since the clinical data set in this study does 
not include patient-specific hematocrit values, HD is assumed to be constant, as 
specified in Table 3.

Oxygen consumption in the tissue is calculated using a Krogh cylinder model, in 
which each oxygen-delivering vessel is assumed to provide oxygen via diffusion to a 
cylindrical region of tissue surrounding it (see Fig. 2A). In the present model, oxygen 
is assumed to be delivered by the large and small arterioles and capillaries; no 
oxygen exchange is assumed in the venules. At each position x in the retinal vascular 
network, the oxygen is delivered to the nearest tissue via diffusion according to:

 k  [  1 __ r     d __ dr    (r   
dPO2 (x,r)

 _________ dr   ) ]  = M0      (2)

where k is the diffusion coefficient, PO2 is the partial pressure of oxygen at a radial 
distance r within the tissue cylinder and M0 is the tissue oxygen demand per tissue 
volume (assumed here to be constant). The degeneration of the retinal ganglion 
cells is modeled indirectly by varying the tissue oxygen demand M0; retinal ganglion 
cells degeneration would correspond to a decrease in M0. Given the architecture of 
this model, it is important to note that the M0 defined here is primarily representa-
tive of the oxygen demand of the retinal ganglion cells in the inner retina.28

The partial pressure of oxygen in the tissue along the radial direction r for a fixed 
position in the network x is given by:

 PO2(x,r) = PO2 (x,rv,i) +    
M0 __ k      [   

r2- r  2  
           v,i     _____ 4   +   

r  2  
           t,i     ___ 2    ln (  

rv,i __ r   ) ]      (3)

where the subscript i indicates the vessel compartment, rt,i denotes the radius of the 
tissue region and rv,i denotes the vessel radius, as depicted in Fig. 2B. Fig. 2C depicts 
a sample solution for two positions xin,SA = 0.81 cm (blue curve) and xend,SA = 1.39 cm 
(black curve) in the small arterioles for PO2(xin,SA,rv ) = 67.53 mmHg, PO2(xend,SA, rv ) = 
66.67 mmHg, M0 = 1.65 cm3 O2∙100 cm-3 min-1, k = 9.4 cm3 O2 cm-1 mmHg-1 s-1, rv = 23.6 
μm, and rt = 38.6 μm. 

For a constant value of M0, the tissue oxygen consumption per vessel length (q) 
is computed as:

  q(x) =    ∫ rv,i
  rt,i     M0 2πr dr = π M0   (r  2  

           t,i    - r  2  
           v,i    )       (4)

The width of tissue surrounding each vessel is defined as di = rt,i - rv,i. Here, it is 
assumed that di is equal to the same value d for each oxygen-delivering vessel i = LA, 
SA, C and that di = 0 for the SV and LV compartments. Thus, the oxygen consumption 
rate q depends on both the tissue volume surrounding the vessel and on the level 
of functional activity of the retinal ganglion cells represented by the tissue oxygen 



Table 5. Clinical average values of intraocular pressure (IOP, in mmHg), mean arterial pressure 
(MAP, in mmHg), ocular perfusion pressure (OPP =    2 

__
 

3
    MAP – IOP, in mmHg), retinal arterial 

oxygen saturation and retinal venous oxygen saturation measured in healthy individuals, 
advanced (visual field MD ≥ 10 dB) primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG, IOP > 21 mmHg) 
patients and advanced normal tension glaucoma (NTG, IOP ≤ 21 mmHg) patients 4. Reference 
state parameter values are highlighted in bold.

Healthy
(n=85)

Advanced 
POAG 
(n=12)

Advanced 
NTG  
(n=8)

Clinical
data

IOP [mmHg] 15 ± 3 15 ± 3 10 ± 3
MAP [mmHg] 102 ± 12 99 ± 10 109 ± 11
OPP [mmHg] 53 ± 8 51 ± 8 62 ± 6
Arterial oxygen saturation [%] 93 ± 4 95 ± 2 94 ± 3
Venous oxygen saturation [%] 54 ± 6 58 ± 5 58 ± 6

Reference 
values

M   ref
           0         [cm3O2 · 100 cm-3min-1] 1.65

dref [µm] 15
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demand (M0). In turn, changes in the oxygen consumption rate q will induce changes 
in the oxygen saturation within the vessel as dictated by the balance of mass in 
Equation (1).

Given the model inputs listed in Table 1 section (a), the steady-state values of 
the diameters Di and of the vascular smooth muscle activations Ai in the LA and SA 
compartments are determined by integrating the system of ordinary differential 
equation in Table 1(b) until equilibrium is reached. It is important to note that the 
system also involves the quantities Ti, Ttotal,i and Atotal,i which, as detailed in Table 1, 
are functions of the unknowns Di and Ai. The use of a steady state model is justified 
since the variation in the clinical measurements of oxygen saturation due to the 
cardiac cycle is not large.29

2.3 Model reference state

A reference state is defined to represent conditions typical of a healthy retina. For 
example, the reference state values of IOP, MAP and arterial and venous oxygen 
saturation are set equal to the average values of these factors measured in all of the 
healthy individuals in this study (see Table 5). The reference state value of tissue width 
is chosen to be dref = 15 μm, which corresponds to an experimental measurement of 
retinal intercapillary space of 30 μm.30 In the reference state, the proportion of the 
tissue occupied by capillary lumens is about 2.7%, which is in good agreement with 
the proportion of 2.5% measured in histological specimens.31 Given the reference 
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values of IOP, MAP, tissue width, and arterial oxygen saturation, the model is used 
to calculate the value of tissue oxygen demand (M0

ref = 1.65 cm3 O2∙100 cm-3 min-1) 
that will yield the reference venous oxygen saturation level of 54%, as measured 
in healthy patients. This calculated rate of oxygen demand in the reference state is 
close in magnitude to oxygen demand levels observed experimentally.32-34

2.4 Model simulations

The mathematical model presented in this study is used to conduct the following 
simulations:

1. Theoretical investigation 
The model is used to predict the theoretical effect of the artificial variation 
of the model inputs (Table 1(a)) on the computed outputs (Table 1(g)).

2. Theoretical interpretation of clinical data 
The model is used to estimate patient-specific values of oxygen demand 
(simulation 2A) or tissue depth (simulation 2B) that would yield the clini-
cally-measured value of venous oxygen saturation when patient-specific 
inputs are considered. 

The details of the algorithms implemented to perform these novel, patient-specific 
simulations are provided below.

Algorithm for simulation 2A:
For any individual included in the experimental study proceed as follows:

i. Set the patient-specific input values for Pin,LA, Pout,LV and S(x=0) (Table 1(a)) 
given the clinical measurements of MAP, IOP and arterial oxygen saturation;

ii. set the input tissue depth equal to the reference state value dref (Table 1(a));
iii. set the initial guess for the input oxygen demand to M   0       0    (Table 1(a)), then for 

k≥0
a. solve the model described in Table 1(b)-(f);
b. compute the output of the model (Table 1(g)), which includes oxygen 

saturation Sk(x);
c. test for convergence: 

 
if    

 |measured – predicted venous oxygen saturation| 
   ___________________________________     |measured venous oxygen saturation|      ≤ 5 ∙10-2, set M0 = M   0       k   ,  

 
otherwise set M   (k+1)

                  0            = M   k       0    + δM and return to point a).

Algorithm for simulation 2B:
For any individual included in the experimental study proceed as follow:
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i. set the patient-specific input values for Pin,LA, Pout,LV and S(x=0) (Table 1(a))
given the clinical measurements of MAP, IOP and arterial oxygen saturation; 

ii. set the input oxygen demand equal to the reference state value M   ref
           0          (Table 

1(a));
iii. set the initial guess for the input tissue depth to d0 (Table 1(a)), then for k≥0

a. solve the model described in sections Table 1(b)-(f);
b. compute the output of the model (Table 1(g)), which includes oxygen 

saturation Sk (x);
c. test for convergence: 

 
 if   

  |measured – predicted venous oxygen saturation| 
   ____________________________________     |measured venous oxygen saturation|      ≤ 5 ∙10-2, set d = dk, 

 
otherwise set dk+1 = dk + δd and return to point a).

In step iii(c) of simulations (2A) and (2B), the values of δM and δd are determined 
via the MATLAB algorithm fsolve, which is a nonlinear least-squares algorithm. For 
each of the algorithms (2A) and (2B), two sets of simulations are performed corre-
sponding to the cases of functional or impaired autoregulation.

3. Results

3.1 Experimental data
Fig. 3 shows the scatter plot of the venous saturation data collected from healthy 
individuals, advanced POAG patients and advanced NTG patients.4 Four healthy 
individuals and one advanced NTG patient were excluded since no record of MAP 
measurement was reported. Data for mild glaucoma patients are not included in 
the figure since Olafsdottir and Vandewalle et al.4 found no statistical difference in 
retinal oxygen arterial and venous saturation between healthy individuals and mild 
glaucoma patients. The black bars represent the average value of each group and 
the corresponding standard deviation. In both the advanced POAG and advanced 
NTG patient groups, the average value of venous oxygen saturation is higher than 
in healthy individuals, and the average value of arteriovenous difference is lower 
than in healthy individuals. No statistical difference was reported in retinal oxygen 
saturation when mild POAG and mild NTG patients were compared, nor when 
advanced POAG and advanced NTG patients were compared. The average values of 
IOP, MAP and oxygen saturation measured in healthy individuals, advanced POAG 
patients and advanced NTG patients are also reported in Table 5.

3.2 Theoretical investigation
Fig. 4 shows the scatter plot of the venous oxygen saturation data collected from 
healthy individuals as a function of ocular perfusion pressure (OPP=    2 __ 3    MAP-IOP). The 



Fig. 3. Venous oxygen saturation clinical data collected from healthy individuals (n=85), 
advanced POAG patients (n=12) and advanced NTG patients (n=8)4 (blue dots). Black bars 
represent the mean and standard deviation of each group.

Fig. 4. A scatter plot of the venous saturation clinical data (blue dots) collected from healthy 
individuals is compared with theoretical predictions (solid black curve) as OPP is varied.
Here, a range of OPP values is generated by holding IOP constant at its reference state value 
(15 mmHg) while varying MAP between 67 and 130 mmHg.
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clinical data (blue dots) are compared to the mathematical model prediction (solid 
curve) of venous saturation as OPP is varied. Reference state values of IOP, MAP, 
arterial oxygen saturation, M   ref

           0        and dref are used to produce the model simulated 
curve. Since the model predictions generated by varying MAP and holding IOP 
constant or by varying IOP and holding MAP constant are nearly identical, only one 
curve is shown as OPP is varied.

Since the clinical data4 show an increase in venous saturation in advanced 
glaucoma patients, the mathematical model is used to theorize three possible 
explanations for increased venous saturation: 

1. A decrease in tissue oxygen demand (M0): If less oxygen is consumed by the 
tissue, higher levels of venous oxygen saturation are predicted;

2. An impairment of blood flow autoregulation: If the most influential 
autoregulation mechanisms (conducted metabolic and/or local carbon 
dioxide response mechanisms) are impaired, higher levels of venous oxygen 
saturation are predicted for certain ranges of OPP;

3. A decrease in tissue width (d): If the volume of tissue supplied by each 
capillary or arteriole is decreased, higher levels of venous oxygen saturation 
are predicted.

As shown in Fig. 5A, the model predicts a decrease in venous oxygen saturation 
as oxygen demand is increased provided that all other factors (MAP,IOP, d, arterial 
blood saturation and functionality of autoregulation) are not altered. Fig. 5B depicts 
case (1) in which venous oxygen saturation is shown as a function of OPP for two 
different values of M0: M   ref

           0        = 1.65 cm3 O2∙100 cm-3 min-1(blue curve) and M0 = 1.32 cm3 
O2∙100 cm-3 min-1 (red curve). These curves show the effect of a 20% decrease in 
oxygen demand on the model predictions of venous saturation. It is interesting to 
observe that this decrease in oxygen demand causes variable increases in venous 
oxygen saturation depending on the value of OPP.

Fig. 5C provides evidence for case (2), namely that an increase in venous oxygen 
saturation can also occur over a certain range of OPP values when autoregula-
tion is impaired. In this case, M   ref

           0        = 1.65 cm3 O2∙100 cm-3 min-1 for both curves, but 
the metabolic and carbon dioxide autoregulation mechanisms are impaired (i.e., 
absent) in the black dashed curve.

Fig. 5D shows that a decrease in tissue width supplied by each arteriole or 
capillary in the Krogh cylinder model can also lead to an increase in venous oxygen 
saturation, as outlined in case (3). Decreasing the tissue width leads to a decrease in 
the total tissue volume supplied by the retinal vasculature. Fig. 5D depicts the effect 
of decreasing tissue width from dref = 15 μm (blue curve) to d = 13 μm (green curve).

3.3 Theoretical interpretation of clinical data
Fig. 6 summarizes the model predicted values of oxygen demand (gray) or tissue 



Fig. 5. A) Decrease in venous oxygen saturation as tissue oxygen demand (M0) is increased, 
given constant reference state values of MAP, IOP and arterial oxygen saturation. The 
remaining panels highlight the three-part theoretical investigation of the effects of B) oxygen 
demand (M0), C) impaired autoregulation (IA) and D) tissue width (d) on model predictions 
of venous oxygen saturation as OPP is varied. Each scenario is compared with the model 
prediction of the reference state (blue curve) in which M   ref

           0        = 1.65 cm3 O2/100 cm3/min, dref = 15 
µm, and autoregulation is functional.
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width (blue) that will yield the clinically observed venous saturation levels (Fig. 3) 
for each individual in the healthy, advanced POAG and advanced NTG populations. 
Model predictions for mild POAG and NTG patient groups are not included since 
the venous saturation levels did not differ from healthy individuals. The model 
predicts that the observed increase in venous saturation in advanced POAG 
patients is accompanied by a decrease in oxygen demand, whereas no change 
in oxygen demand is predicted in advanced NTG patients. A slightly lower tissue 
width is predicted in POAG patients to yield increased venous saturation but not 



Table 6. Model predicted levels of tissue oxygen demand (M0) and tissue width (d) that yield 
the venous saturation clinical data collected from healthy, advanced POAG and advanced 
NTG patients. 4

Healthy Advanced 
POAG

Advanced 
POAG (IA)

Advanced 
NTG

Advanced 
NTG (IA)

M0 [cm3 O2∙100 cm-3 min-1] 1.98  
± 0.77

1.52  
± 0.64

1.48  
± 0.53

1.99  
± 0.67

2.03  
± 0.48

d [μm] 15.66  
± 1.66

14.79  
±1.72 

13.94  
± 2.85

16.36  
±1.90 

16.94  
±2.40 

Fig. 6. Model predicted levels of tissue oxygen demand (M0) and tissue width (d) that yield 
the venous saturation clinical data collected from each individual in the healthy, advanced 
POAG and advanced NTG populations.4 Model predictions are also provided when autoreg-
ulation is impaired (IA) in advanced POAG and NTG patients. Black bars represent mean and 
standard deviation of each group.
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in NTG patients. These trends are observed regardless of whether autoregulation 
is functioning or impaired. Table 6 lists the mean and standard deviation of the 
oxygen demand and tissue width model predictions depicted in Fig. 6. All clinical 
measures were used except for a few cases in which the tolerance of the optimiza-
tion procedure employed to find M0 (2 healthy patients, 1 advanced POAG patient 
and 1 advanced NTG patient) and d (2 healthy patients and 1 advanced NTG patient) 
was not achieved.



Fig. 7. Model predicted curves of venous oxygen saturation as OPP is varied are shown with 
average values of venous oxygen saturation and OPP measured clinically. A) The observed 
increase in the average venous saturation in healthy individuals (blue asterisk) and in 
advanced POAG patients (black square) is compared with model predicted levels of venous 
saturation for decreased levels of tissue demand. B) The observed increase in the average 
venous saturation in healthy individuals (blue asterisk) and advanced NTG patients (black 
square) is compared with model predicted levels of venous saturation when autoregulation 
is impaired (IA). 
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It is important to note that the average values of oxygen demand and tissue 
width calculated for the healthy population (reported in Table 6) are not equal to 
the reference state values of oxygen demand and tissue width (reported in Table 5). 
In Table 5, the values M   ref

           0        and dref are computed from average values of IOP, MAP and 
arterial saturation obtained from the healthy population. In Table 6, the values of M0 
and d are computed using the MAP, IOP and arterial saturation from each individual 
and then averaging the resulting values in each population.

Based on the model predictions summarized in Fig. 6 and Table 6, Fig. 7A shows 
the model predicted curves of venous oxygen saturation for M0 = 1.98 cm3 O2∙100 
cm-3 min-1 (blue curve) and decreased M0 = 1.52 cm3 O2∙100 cm-3 min-1 (black curve) 
as well as the average clinical values of venous saturation and OPP in healthy 
individuals (asterisk) and advanced POAG patients (square). In Fig. 7B, M0 = 1.98 cm3 
O2∙100 cm-3 min-1 and dref = 15 μm are fixed for both curves, but autoregulation is 
assumed to be impaired for the black dashed curve. These model predictions are 
compared with average clinical values of venous saturation and OPP measured in 
healthy individuals (asterisk) and advanced NTG patients (square).
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4. Discussion

4.1 Experimental data
Retinal vessel oxygen saturation was measured in healthy individuals and glaucoma 
patients using a non-invasive retinal oximeter. The measurements indicated that 
patients with advanced glaucoma (both POAG and NTG patients) exhibited higher 
venous oxygen saturation (and consequently a lower arteriovenous difference 
in oxygen saturation) compared with healthy individuals. Other studies21,22 have 
confirmed these findings, and it has been previously hypothesized4 that the 
observed increase in venous saturation is likely a secondary effect of glaucoma-
tous atrophy and not a primary cause of glaucoma, citing the absence of hypoxia 
in advanced glaucoma patients as supporting evidence. However, the number of 
advanced glaucoma patients in these studies (including the current one) was rather 
small, and many patients were under active ophthalmological care. Thus, additional 
studies, ideally progressive in nature and conducted in patients with very high IOP 
and very low OPP, are needed in order to draw more definitive conclusions.

4.2 Theoretical investigation
This study implements a theoretical model based on fundamental hemodynamic 
and mechanical principles to predict venous oxygen saturation levels given 
patient-specific values of MAP, IOP and arterial oxygen saturation. The model 
predictions using the reference state values of these factors align well with the 
observed venous saturation levels collected from healthy individuals (Fig. 4).

A Krogh cylinder model is used to describe the diffusion of oxygen into tissue; this 
Krogh model is applied in the classical sense in which the oxygen-supplying vessel 
runs along the central axis of a tissue cylinder. However, such an assumption may 
not be the most appropriate for retinal tissue, since the majority of the tissue that 
retinal vessels feed is typically located “below” the vessels.35 Some mathematical 
models have described oxygen diffusion through the retinal tissue layers36-39 but did 
not consistently include a description of blood flow and autoregulation in the retinal 
vasculature. It would be an interesting research direction to enhance the model 
in the current study to include a more realistic geometric arrangement of vessels 
and tissue. It has also been shown that oxygen diffuses directly from the CRA to 
the CRV, bypassing the retinal microcirculation, due to the close anatomical relation 
between the central retinal vessels in the center of the optic nerve.40,41 The current 
model could be extended to include the effects of this counter-current exchange 
phenomenon.

4.3 Theoretical interpretation of clinical data
In this study, a mathematical model is used to offer possible explanations for the 
observed trends in oximetry data collected in healthy individuals and glaucoma 
patients. Specifically, the model shows that a decrease in oxygen demand, an 
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impairment of autoregulation or a decrease in tissue width can all lead to increased 
venous saturation levels. It is important to note that although the model predictions 
offer each of these scenarios as a possible explanation, not all of them are physio-
logically relevant when describing the details of glaucoma. For example, suggesting 
a decrease in the Krogh cylinder tissue width as an explanation for the increased 
venous saturation levels observed in glaucoma is not consistent with the reduced 
vascularization observed in some glaucoma patients.14-16,31 However, the intercon-
nection of tissue width and retinal atrophy suggests that future insight could be 
gained by using the model to assess the effects of altering multiple factors at once.

The patient-specific model optimizations presented in this study (Fig. 7) suggest 
that there might be different explanations for the increased venous saturation levels 
observed among advanced POAG patients and advanced NTG patients. Specifical-
ly, a decrease in oxygen demand may be more relevant to the increase in venous 
saturation observed in advanced POAG (Fig. 7A), while impaired autoregulation 
mechanisms may be more relevant to the increase in venous saturation observed 
in advanced NTG (Fig. 7B). This finding also suggests that vascular changes might 
occur primary to glaucomatous damage in NTG patients. Of note, the relation found 
between NTG patients and the impairment of blood flow autoregulation has been 
proposed previously.42,43 Importantly, impaired blood flow autoregulation could 
play a role in all advanced glaucoma patients, but to varying extents, as suggested 
by Fig. 6. Additional theoretical investigations, ideally coupled with statistical 
methods and conducted on a wider set of glaucoma patients, are needed to confirm 
the model findings.

In a study that measured venous oxygen saturation under altered light and dark 
conditions,44 an increase in arterial and venous saturation was observed, although 
the arteriovenous difference in oxygen saturation was reported to be stable. 
The authors hypothesized that the observed increase in venous saturation was 
accompanied by an increase in oxygen consumption, which opposes the hypothesis 
offered in the current study. However, in the light and dark study,44 the oxygen 
demand increased mostly in the outer retina due to the increased photoreceptor 
activity. The outer retina is not directly accounted for in the model presented here, 
which therefore may limit the possible model predictions under various conditions. 
Additionally, it is possible that a compromised ocular circulation renders an 
individual more susceptible to a given IOP, thereby representing a confounding 
factor that falls outside of strict primary or secondary classifications.

5. Conclusions

Overall, this model provides an important step in assessing and quantifying obser-
vations in clinical data. Instead of performing statistical analyses on measured 
observations, the model provides a mechanical framework built upon blood flow 
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principles that can be used to make independent predictions of the same measured 
quantities while varying MAP, IOP and arterial oxygen saturation. Overall, the study 
suggests that the primary mechanisms leading to increased venous saturation in 
advanced cases of glaucoma might differ between POAG and NTG patients. It is 
hypothesized that the increased saturation levels are more likely to be explained 
by decreased oxygen demand in POAG patients and impaired autoregulation in NTG 
patients. In future studies, the model will continue to be used to address the open 
question of whether vascular changes occur primary or secondary to glaucoma-
tous damage, possibly identifying subgroups of patients where vascular pathogenic 
mechanisms play a more significant role. However, progressive data and larger data 
sets are needed to confirm the hypotheses formulated on the basis of the model 
predictions.
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